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 Plus other romantic relationship secrets: * The emotional bank-account * Interventions * The
Decision to Keep * An inspiring potential. In short you will discover the purpose and happiness
you have been craving. She also finished an Honours degree in Biochemistry and teaching
diploma in the 1980s. Do not forget to register your reserve to get the interactive chapter by
chapter video clips and workbooks.. Gina has always had a interest for helping people and
that is why she undertook the NLP training and life coaching classes. Author, Gina Mitchell is
the founder of Positive Life Shift. Gina brings to the desk the logic of her science experience
along with her true to life skills in research teaching, supported with her NLP qualifications. This
is a unique mix of skills for a relationship facilitator. She has successfully helped people from
Australia and all over the world with their romantic relationships and their lives generally since
2012. Uncover the strategies to unlock the secrets to discovering exactly what you desire...
Gina uses simple and effective strategies to help people overcome issues within their lives,
particularly in their relationships. Like Languages: Learn or relearn how exactly to speak them
Your ideals and to see if indeed they have transformed The qualities which are important to
you in somebody Your interests and developing a bucket list Intimacy ???This is a no nonsense
guide to locating yourself and either rediscovering the passion in your relationship and
rendering it flourish or realising it's time to move on and keep with love and integrity.
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Loved this! The case research give some clarity to the strategies and give you that ah ha
minute. She teaches us to be mindful of our very own and our companions communication styles
along with becoming more alert to our values and needs in a relationship. After lately leaving
a 33 year marriage I've finally discovered . Many thanks Gina for the gentle reminders on stuff
that I can actually do to improve my romantic relationship with my partner and reignite the
spark, romance and interest from our early days of getting to know each other.Short and lovely
but big on ideas This concise book offers an abundance of practical tips and ideas. A
refreshingly easy and practical read - ... Loved this! A refreshingly easy and practical read -
so practical that we read it together. After lately leaving a 33 year marriage I've finally
discovered in this book some typically common sense advice about relationships and practical
strategies to overcome relationship issues as they arise.and we plan to continue out chats over
the holidays. An enjoyable read and I also loved the cryptic use of names to protect the
innocent (rather than so innocent).The bonus links to worksheets make the work very personal
and kick starts the process of looking closely at our relationships and putting Gina's strategies
into practice.. Finally some typically common sense information on how best to have an
excellent relationship. As discussion starters, the case studies helped a lot. I can't wait to use a
few of these strategies in my new relationship. Inspiring Read Interesting reading about ways to
improve my relationship.. Easy to understand Practical advice which are easy to understand
and apply.Gina is actually up to date about relationship problems. Gina speaks to mature
female but her suggestions could be put on anyone in a romantic relationship. It has filled a
gap in relationship advice! Gina has true insight into what's required to Make Things Ideal. I'd
recommend this book to anyone. Can't wait to ignite the spark Here are some common sense
ways of improve relationships. I can’t wait to use them. ESSENTIAL Read for Guys Who wish to
Better Understand Their Female Partner Seven great relationship strategies not merely for
women, also for men. Males will gain a better understanding of their relationship partner from
strategies and case studies in this publication. Gina offers the reader some superb strategies
on how to treat and love your partner or partner. Gina is obviously well informed about
relationship issues.
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